M uch of the contemporary research in astrophysics necessarily involves the development of models and simulation technology to help us understand the complex phenomena underlying astrophysical events. As with any modeling approach, numerical models and simulation codes developed for astrophysical applications must be thoroughly verified and validated to demonstrate their accuracy and assess their credibility. Although verification and validation (V&V) is maturing as a discipline due to its importance in fields such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD), until recently it has received scant attention in the astrophysical literature.
processes pertinent to the events in question and, for each one, finding or devising laboratory experiments with which to compare them to simulation code results. Code modules for the physics of each process should be tested individually, and, where possible, the integrated code should be verified and validated as well. The process greatly benefits from collaboration between theorists and experimentalists to carefully quantify measurements and error in both simulations and experiments. In this article, we describe efforts to validate astrophysical simulation codes with laboratory experiments. We also discuss the physics relevant to many astrophysical events, validation methodology, and the results of validation tests performed with the codes modeling some of these astrophysical processes.
The Physics of (Some) Astrophysical Events
Astrophysical events are the most energetic and violent occurrences in nature, involving length scales and energies that are many orders of magnitude larger than can be studied in a laboratory. The problems of interest to us involve exploding stellar phenomena, including type I x-ray bursts, novae, and two classes of supernovae: thermonuclear runaway (type Ia) and core collapse (types Ib, Ic, and II).
Type I x-ray bursts, novae, and type Ia supernovae all involve thermonuclear flashes-events of rapid and possibly explosive thermonuclear burning. Type I x-ray bursts occur when a thin layer of hydrogen-or helium-rich fuel accreted from a companion star flashes on the surface of a neutron star. 1 The neutron star's gravitational attraction is strong enough to keep the burned material tightly bound, so that the only observation is a flash of xrays. Novae result from the ignition of a layer of hydrogen-rich fuel that has accreted from a companion star onto the surface of a white dwarf. 2 In this case, the explosion is energetic enough (compared to the gravitational binding energy) for the envelope to expand and engulf the companion, producing a common envelope binary system that might be resolvable observationally. Type Ia supernovae are thought to be carbon flashes occurring in the center of a carbon/oxygen white dwarf. The explosion mechanism is not well understood, and models include subsonic burning fronts (deflagrations), supersonic burning fronts (detonations), and transitions from deflagrations to detonations. 3 Core-collapse supernovae are the violent deaths of massive stars. The process begins when the iron core of an evolved massive star collapses due to gravitational force. When the density of material at the center of the collapsing core exceeds that of nuclear matter, the core will rebound, forming a shock that will eventually propagate outward through the star, blowing it apart. The shock is thought to stall during the process, but it is re-energized by the neutrinos radiating from the core, which provide the energy necessary to propagate the shock to the star's surface and thus produce the explosion. 4 These events make great observational displays and, more importantly, provide information that can answer fundamental questions. The deaths of massive stars in core-collapse supernovae signal the birth of neutron stars and black holes, which are the building blocks of other astrophysics objects such as pulsars and x-ray bursters. X-ray burst light curves and spectra can provide information about the masses and radii of neutron stars, which in turn yields information about the equation of state for neutron-rich nuclear matter. Novae and supernovae are responsible for producing and distributing most of the elements other than hydrogen and helium found in the universe. Furthermore, type Ia supernovae are currently used as "standard candles"-a standard unit of brightness-for the cosmological studies that provide information about the universe's structure and expansion rate. 5 The fundamental physical processes involved in all of these phenomena include gas dynamics, relativistic and degenerate thermodynamics, nuclear burning, self-gravity, and radiation transport. The gas dynamics involves turbulence in which inertial and buoyant forces dominate over viscous forces (large Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers), fluid instabilities and mixing, high-density convection, and the propagation of subsonic and supersonic nuclear burning fronts. A thorough understanding of these processes is essential to developing realistic models for astrophysical events. Next, we present validation tests for three of these processes: fluid instabilities, flame propagation, and radiation transport.
Verification and Validation Methodology
V&V is a maturing discipline, with a vocabulary that contains precise technical meanings. A wealth of literature is available, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] but because the field is relatively new, there is some disagreement in terminology. 6 The accepted goal is the assessment of error and uncertainty in a numerical simulation, which includes addressing sources of error in theory, experiment, and computation. The results of V&V testing can be thought of as historical statements of reproducible evidence that a given model or simulation demonstrates a quantified level of accuracy in the solution of a specific problem. 6 Furthermore, V&V should be considered to be an on-going activity without a clearly defined completion point. 6 One cannot say that a code has been verified and validated and then be done with the process.
Verification tests that a code or simulation accurately represents the conceptual model or intended design of the code-that we're "solving the equations right." 9 The process involves identification and quantification of error; the main strategy for finite-volume, finite-difference, and finite-element methods is a systematic study of the effect of mesh and time-step refinement on simulation accuracy. Verification requires comparing the results of simulations to a correct answer of the model's equations, which might be an analytic solution or a "highly accurate" benchmarked solution. 6 Validation tests that a code or simulation meaningfully describes nature. The process involves investigating the applicability of conceptual models-that we're "solving the right equations" 9 for a given problem. The test compares simulation results to experimental or observational data, so validation's scope is therefore much larger than verification's, requiring understanding and quantifying error or uncertainty in the experimental results as well as in models and simulation results. Because astrophysical "experiments" are limited to observations of distant events rather than measurements in a laboratory, astrophysical simulation and modeling is largely prediction-the application of simulation codes or models to systems for which the models or simulations have not been validated. 6 Such validation as is possible on known and understood systems can demonstrate an ability to meaningfully describe nature where the codes can be tested and is crucial for credible predictions.
Progress is made in validating an astrophysical simulation code by applying accepted validation techniques from the CFD literature to the laboratory experiments that capture the relevant physics. This validation process is possible because the equations that describe the physics apply from microscopic to stellar scales. 11 The process is limited, however, because not all of the physics relevant to astrophysical phenomena can be captured in terrestrial experiments. In these cases, we perform what tests we can to compare with accepted results and ensure that the simulations produce physical results.
Validation Examples
The examples we present are test cases for the types of physical phenomena we must include in realistic simulations of astrophysical events. In the strictest sense, only some of the tests can really validate results because they're the only tests with which we can compare simulation results to actual experimental data. The other tests can be thought of as verification. All tests, however, examine the theories, assumptions, models, and techniques used and serve to build confidence in simulation results.
Fluid Dynamics
The fluid dynamics examples presented here are part of the ongoing effort to validate FLASH (http:// flash.uchicago.edu), 12-14 a parallel, adaptive-mesh simulation code for the compressible, reactive flows found in many astrophysical settings (such as the flashes described earlier). Due to the high temperatures, the materials in these systems are fluids, and complex fluid dynamics plays a fundamental role in these phenomena. In the nova case, for example, mixing between the dense white dwarf material and the lighter accreted material is thought to explain observed abundances of the heavier elements and energize the explosion by increasing the burning rate via a catalytic reaction. In type Ia supernovae, the subsonic burning front is thought to be subject to a variety of fluid instabilities that increase the burning rate by increasing the front's surface area.
To validate the hydrodynamics module in FLASH, we consider two terrestrial fluid dynamics experiments that probe the fluid instabilities expected to occur in flashes. The first is a laser-driven shock propagating through a three-layer target. The experiment is meant to emulate the situation in a core-collapse supernova, where an expanding shock propagates outward though layers of decreasing density. The configuration is subject to both Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities. 15, 16 The second experiment is designed to probe the Rayleigh-Taylor instability by accelerating a capsule containing two fluids of different density so that the light fluid accelerates the heavy fluid, making the configuration unstable. 17, 18 In the laser experiment, the three-layer target consists of a layer of copper followed by a layer of plastic and a layer of foam in a shock tube. The laser strikes an additional, very thin layer of plastic outside the copper, driving a shock into the copper. The copper-plastic interface has a machined ripple that perturbs the otherwise planar shock as it propagates through the interface. The perturbed shock then oscillates as it passes through the plastic layer and imprints the perturbation on the plastic-foam interface. The result is the growth of fluid instabilities at the two interfaces. Figure 1 shows the experimental results from the three-layer target experiment. The two panels are x-ray radiographs of the target at early and late times in the experiment. This diagnostic method readily captures the location of the opaque copper, but to en-hance the visualization of the plastic layer, a radiographically opaque tracer, density matched to the surrounding plastic, is added to the target. The dark "fingers" are spikes of expanding copper, and the bubbles of foam are outlined by the tracer in the plastic, which appears as a band of opaque material to the right of the copper.
We performed the simulations in two dimensions with initial conditions from a one-dimensional (1D) radiation hydrodynamics simulation that modeled the laser energy deposition process. At a time when the radiation effects became negligible and the shock had propagated into the copper, we mapped the 1D results onto a 2D grid with the perturbed copper-plastic interface for the initial conditions of the purely hydrodynamical FLASH simulations.
We chose the length of the copper spikes for comparison to the simulations because it's the most reliably measured quantity from the experimental results. We measured the spike lengths from the experimental image three ways (visual inspection, application of a contour routine, and an averaging of the central section) and then averaged them. Consideration of timing and spatial error as well as uncertainty allowed us to provide error bars on the experimental results. We determined the spike lengths from the simulations by averaging the copper mass fractions (abundances) on the mesh and determining the distance spanned by abundances 0.05 and 0.9. The results were reasonably robust to the amount of smoothing and threshold values. Figure 2 shows the copper spike lengths from both the experiment and two simulations. The simulations had effective resolutions (the resolution of the uniform mesh equivalent to the adaptive mesh on which the simulations were performed) of 512 × 256 and 1,024 × 512. The figure shows that the simulation results fall within the error bars of the experimental results, indicating good agreement between the experiment and the simulations. Figure 3 shows images of density from the two simulations.
The Rayleigh-Taylor experiment accelerates a capsule containing different density materials. The experiment featured here is one of a series of experiments investigating the Rayleigh-Taylor instability over a range of density ratios using a variety of sustained and impulsive acceleration histories. The expectation is that mergers of bubbles and spikes resulting from a multimode initial perturbation will produce a mixed layer that grows proportionately to the product of the acceleration, the relative difference of the densities, and the square of the time. 19 α is the proportionality constant multiplying the product; it measures the rate of potential energy release.
The experimental results were produced by laserinduced fluorescence, a process in which fluorescent dye is added to the system and excited by a laser beam focused into a sheet through the experimental capsule.
A camera records pictures of the fluorescing configuration during the course of the experiment. Figure 4 shows the results from one such experiment. The bubble and spike heights are measured from these images. The initial conditions for the simulation came from a standard set distributed to a consortium of researchers investigating the t 2 scaling law. 20 The standard set of initial conditions differed slightly from the experimental results, but the expectation is that the t 2 scal- ing law holds for both. Figure 5 shows results from both the experiment and the simulation. The slopes of the curves equal α, and comparison of the slopes of the curves from the simulation to the experimental results shows considerable disagreement. Figure 6 shows a volume rendering of the well-developed mixing zone from the 3D FLASH simulation from the standard initial conditions.
Nuclear Burning
Nuclear burning, like chemical burning, consists of exothermic reactions between nuclear (chemical) species that change the material's composition. The rates of these reactions depend on the local thermodynamic conditions and the composition of the material being burned. Nuclear burning plays two principal roles in astrophysical events: energy production and species evolution. For thermonuclear flash problems (novae, x-ray bursts, and type Ia supernovae), the energy generated by burning drives the dynamics, and the change in composition as the burning occurs determines the abundances of the elements produced in the event. Observationally, both the energetics of an event and the spectrum, showing the elements present, are available. In core-collapse supernovae, nuclear burning plays a smaller role because the explosion is driven by neutrino radiation, although nuclear reactions still produce the resulting heavy elements. The first step in validating nuclear burning in a reactive flow code is to ensure that the reaction rates are correct so that burning of a single zone of material at a given state is modeled correctly. Validation tests typically consist of comparing the results of a reaction network to accepted results. Experimental results for these rates are only occasionally available, and typical "libraries" of reaction rates include both experimental and theoretical results. Many research groups have worked on these rates, and they are subject to update from new measurements. 21 When burning is coupled to hydrodynamics, new phenomena such as self-sustaining burning wavesflames and detonations-can occur, each with their own rich dynamics. We consider flames here, which are relevant to studying type Ia supernovae where burning is thought to begin with a deflagration. An issue that makes validating astrophysical flames extremely difficult is the near impossibility of obtaining actual experimental data. First, as noted earlier, the flames of interest are nuclear and occur in environments that are impossible to achieve in controlled terrestrial laboratory experiments. Additionally, the character of these nuclear flames differs enough from the character of the chemical flames we can produce in terrestrial laboratory experiments that any validation tests involving chemical combustion, though providing insight, cannot validate simulations of astrophysical flames.
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To study the multidimensional flame instabilities that can strongly affect burning in these systems, we must ensure that we can accurately simulate laminar flames. (Laminar in this context means not only "not turbulent," but unperturbed, or flat flames.) We performed several tests to make sure we could model a flame correctly and to measure whether a flame interacting with a background flow gives the expected results. First, we compute the laminar flame speeds for several densities and compare our results with those calculated with other methods. Figure 7 shows the laminar flame speeds produced with FLASH (blue stars) compared to those reported from an earlier study using four different methods to compute the flame speeds (red diamonds). 23 We see excellent agreement over the whole range of densities.
Further tests include ensuring that the flames demonstrate Galilean invariance-that is, that the flame correctly propagates through a moving flow. The front speed S should be equal to the flame speed L plus the flow speed F. To test this, we propagated our laminar flames in domains with a range of prescribed flows, varying L from -S to S. In all cases, we found excellent agreement with Galilean invariance, providing confidence that when we subject our flames to shear or turbulent flows, the flame character will be accurately modeled. Additional tests include multidimensional tests, in which we look for differences in the flame speed or structure as we propagate along different coordinate axes or at an arbitrary angle. There should be no dependence on the flame structure with the direction of propagation, and these tests ensure that no grid effects or coding errors exist.
Radiation Transport
Accurately characterizing radiation (such as visible light) and its interaction with a complex medium (such as our cloudy atmosphere) is a classic example of what nature does effortlessly and what human scientists do only with great difficulty, if at all. Fundamentally, the problem is one of detail: the type of light reaching an observer's eye can simultaneously depend on location, the direction of the observer's gaze, and the wavelengths (or colors) of light he or she observes. To understand the impact of such complexity, imagine creating a "snapshot" containing all the information just described. A 2D TV image requires several hundred resolution elements along both axes for reasonable picture quality, with the result that tens of thousands of individual points (pixels) are required to represent an image. As described earlier, radiation is a six-dimensional entity, given that it depends generally on three spatial, two angular, and one wavelength coordinate. Placing only 100 resolution elements along each dimension would demand one trillion data points for a single snapshot! Techniques for describing radiation fields in such detail are called transport methods and quickly become computationally prohibitive for the types of applications considered in this article. One alternative that we're currently exploring is called a moment method, in which mathematical averages (or moments) of the radiation variables are performed over the angular coordinates, thereby reducing the problem's dimensionality (and complexity). Properly performed, such moment solutions can retain the radiation field's essential character at an enormous savings in computing cost with respect to transport methods. Even moment solutions, however, are sufficiently expensive that they have only recently been actively considered for multidimensional simulations.
Historically, the "workhorse" technique for problems with radiation has been to assume that the radiation propagates analogously to heat conduction, a technique generally called the diffusion approximation. Although it's an extremely inexpensive solution, this technique is an excellent approximation in very opaque matter (such as the interior of our sun), in which radiation produced in the solar core slowly diffuses outward toward the transparent surface. Unfortunately, the diffusion approximation is made at the expense of angular information critical for problems in which the radiation is beamed (as in laser experiments) or shadowed (as in a cloudy atmosphere).
In this section, we compare moment solutions and diffusion solutions taken from research done by one of us (Hayes) both for astrophysics applications and for laboratory experiments similar to the laser experiment described in this text. We illustrate the failure of standard diffusion techniques with a problem that is remarkable both for its simplicity and for the numerical challenges it presents to a computer simulation code. Dubbed the tophat problem, 24 it posits a thickwalled cylinder with narrow passages on both ends leading to a large central chamber, inside of which a disk of material (aligned with the cylinder axis) is enclosed. The problem assumes that an intense light source is incident upon the open aperture at one end; the task is to compute the rate at which the material's temperature rises as a function of time throughout the domain due to heating from the light source. Figure 8 shows a schematic layout of the tophat problem. The horizontal dashed line indicates the symmetry axis for both the cylinder and the central target disk. The black regions denote dense material that is opaque to radiation; the white regions represent low-density gas (such as air), which is nearly transparent. We should emphasize that in this context, "opaque" does not mean "impenetrable." Rather, radiation will slowly diffuse into the dense matter on a time scale many orders of magnitude longer than that required to stream down the transparent central passage. The problem parameters are set so that the time required to heat the opaque walls is roughly 10 4 to 10 5 times longer than that required for radiation leaving the source to reach the left face of the central target. The problem is idealized by assuming that the walls are non-reflecting and that the low-density gas does not scatter incoming radiation. Intuition and experience tell us that light does not automatically flow around corners, so we might ask how any region of the pipe not directly in view of the source will be heated. The answer lies in re-emission: the target's irradiated face will heat up, and in so doing will re-emit light isotropically, thereby irradiating the pipe walls facing the left side of the target. These walls should then heat and re-emit, and in stages, radiant heating will proceed down the full length of the pipe. Physically, we expect the region of the pipe nearest the source will experience the greatest amount of heating. In particular, we expect the side of the target facing away from the light source to experience heating only long after the side facing the source has heated substantially. Figure 9 displays a color-coded temperature map of the pipe after the source has been illuminated long enough to substantially heat the pipe walls near it and along the left target face. The solution was computed using the moment-based techniques described earlier. 25 Qualitatively, we see the correct physical behavior: the material nearest the source-which is not beamed, as with a laser-is heated the most. We see noticeable penetration of the radiation into the target on the side facing the source, with secondary heating decreasing in strength farther down the pipe's transparent legs. Figure 10 presents an alternative solution computed from a diffusion approximation. The difference is remarkable: even though the illuminating source is located only at one end, the central target appears to have been heated virtually equally on all sides! In addition, the radiation has penetrated into the target walls (and downstream pipe walls) to a far greater extent than shown in the moment solution, a consequence of the fact that the diffusion solution propagates radiation down the pipe's legs almost as rapidly as we would expect if the central passage were straight and no intervening block were present. This physically absurd behavior is a consequence of information lost when the diffusion approximation is made: the angular information needed to describe the beaming and shadowing that might exist is not included in this mathematical construction. Moment methods, in contrast, retain this information and are far better suited for radiation transport problems in which angular fidelity is required. This example shows the difference between verification and validation. Even a numerically exact solution of the diffusion approximation that would pass any verification test will not adequately describe the physical situation here and fails the validation test.
T he principal lesson learned from these tests is that validation is a difficult process. Our results were mixed for the hydrodynamics validation tests, but the simulations of the laser-driven shock agreed quite well with the experiments, both in the bulk properties of the flow and in the quantified comparison of the copper spike lengths. Despite the good agreement, though, we hesitate to declare those simulations completely validated because of simplifying assumptions in the models such as the choice of a simple ideal gas equation of state for the materials. Potential improvements to the simulation include using more physically motivated equations of state, modeling the walls of the shock tube (which produces the curvature of the outer copper spikes seen in the experimental images), and better addressing the laser energy deposition process. The laser-driven shock simulations did produce an important calibration result, and simulations with effective resolutions of 512 × 256 and 1,024 × 512 seem adequate to capture the flow's bulk properties.
The calculated α from the multimode RayleighTaylor simulation did not agree well with the experimental results, indicating some systematic error. Possible reasons for this disagreement exist but are currently in the realm of speculation. In the simulations, the most likely source of error is the resolution. The initial conditions consisted of perturbations with modes 32-64, which allowed 8-4 grid points per mode for the highest resolution we were able to use, which is most likely not adequate to accurately describe the evolution. A potential source of error in the experiment is unaccounted for noise in the initial conditions. Because α is thought to depend on the initial perturbation's power spectrum, unaccounted for long wavelength noise in the initial conditions of the experiment would adversely affect the results by producing a dominant long-wavelength mode well before the dominant mode thought to develop after generations of bubble/spike mergers.
The test of Galilean invariance of the laminar astrophysical flame showed that the flame demonstrated the correct physical behavior. The laminar flame speed test showed good agreement with accepted results, although there was a trend of slightly underestimating flame speeds at higher densities. The comparison allowed us to quantify this difference and provided guidelines about the method's range of validity.
The radiation transport tests compared the ability of different numerical methods for radiation transport to capture accepted physical behavior. The simulation results show that moment methods are much better at describing beamed radiation. Thus, the lesson learned in the tophat test is that treating beamed radiation diffusively produces unphysical results, indicating that code development efforts for these types of problems should concentrate on more advanced methods. The current moment methods, though, are not completely validated by these tests, and improved methods that should better capture the expected behavior are under development.
We can observe an example of the limitations of code-experiment comparisons by comparing the amount of small-scale structure found in the simulations to the experimental results for both hydrodynamics tests. For a code evolving the viscosity-free Euler equations of hydrodynamics such as FLASH, any viscosity is a numerical effect intrinsic to the method, but such a numerical viscosity depends on resolution. This effect may be seen by comparing the two panels of Figure 3 . The higher resolution simulation shows more small-scale structure than the lower resolution simulation. This observation leads to the question, what is the correct amount of small-scale structure? The lower resolution simulation appears to better resemble the experimental result, which would indicate the proper resolution for modeling the small-scale structure. We should not draw such a conclusion, though, as it is unlikely that the experimental diagnostics properly capture the correct amount of small-scale structure because the images are low-resolution 2D shadowgraphs of 3D structures. The same reasoning applies when comparing the amount of small-scale structure in the Rayleigh-Taylor simulation and experiment. The laser-induced fluorescence method illuminates the mixing zone with a planar sheet of light, which can lead to aliasing of long wavelength structures into short wavelength features in the images.
A final point we wish to note is that validating a code is not possible without the combined effort of both the experimentalists and the theorists. The careful comparison of results from experiments and simulations requires understanding and quantifying results and error for both. Simply put, the theorists among the group could never have successfully quantified the results of the experiments without the help of the experimentalists. Likewise, the experimentalist benefit from working with the theorists because improved models of the experiments allow for testing of proposed experimental designs without the expense of performing additional experiments for testing purposes. Jave Kane is a physicist at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. His technical interests are in equations of state and phase transitions, opacity, and hydrodynamic instabilities at ionization fronts. He received a PhD in physics from the University of Arizona. He is a member of the APS and the American Astronomical Society. Contact him at jave@llnl.gov.
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